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For hours and hours I lay in my bed
 as thoughts of new poetry enter my head.
 I want to help others - so many abused -
 and wonder if one special word could be used...

 With each crying mother, child or dad -
 what one perfect word can stop making them sad?
 Can there be some comfort with some thing inferred?
 ...or maybe there is one exceptional word.

 One single word that forgets all our past -
 one single word that brings peace at last.
 One single word that is really worthwhile -
 replacing our tears into our biggest smiles!

 So could it be 'faithful' or could it be 'grace' -
 or maybe it's 'love', if even a trace...
 Maybe 'forgiveness' or maybe 'confessed' -
 or maybe it's 'thankful' or maybe it's 'blessed'.

 It might be 'repentance' or even 'salvation' -
 or maybe its 'Bible' or 'sanctification'.
 It still could be 'cross' if anyone cares...
 or maybe, just maybe, it's in all our 'prayers'...

 So here in my bed, I've laid hours and hours -
 some day to replace it with casket and flowers.
 Oh, how will I say it and will it be heard -
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 when lips utter, 'Jesus' - my very first word?

 Yes,
 that 'word' is a 'name' - but it happens to be,
 the Name above all names. He cares about me.
 He cares for you too so get down on your knees -
 (even if one of the 'least of these')...

 'Jesus' - the word that belongs to God's Son -
 'Jesus' - the Name who still 'loves' everyone.
 Jesus 'forgets' everything in our 'past' -
 Jesus, our Savior, who grants 'peace' at last.

 Physical, emotional pain - all there is...
 He takes all our scars - and He puts them on His.
 Soon, we will forget all our fears and our tears -
 when living with Jesus, eternity's years.
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